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the leaked boot config shows that the box is on long mode, so i need a kernel exploit for a long
mode boot. i pick one that is present, but unpatched. theres some work i need to do to get the
bootloader to load that kernel, but that can be postponed for another time. time to go get the cups
server and move around a bit. from here, i need to start dropping shells into the system and get a
good idea of the system. once ive done that, i need to get a good account, and go collect some user
names and passwords. once ive got those, i need to know about the backup system. i can start
enumerating databases and seeing if theres an administrative web ui to gain some access and then
some more user names. the pso server suffers from an integer overflow on the number of supplied
tickets. this can be exploited by supplying unlimited tickets. from here, i can start enumerating the
jre (just a matter of picking in the ida gui and then exploring) and go get the mysql database
administrator account that has administrative access. after thats done, i need to get some more
user names, and then look at the machine from the web admin user perspective. from here, i can
get access to the kios server, which can be used for more user names and credentials. after the kios
server, i need to figure out the user names and passwords on the web server. i can get a web shell
from there, and guess the password. its in a similar fashion to a drupal 7.63 rest endpoint we
published recently. once ive done that, i need to explore the web admin console more. this is a
tough one as theres a lot of technical information on the machine.
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once ive done that, ill have more admin access than im comfortable with. i need to get a passphrase
for the admin user account. the admin account can be local or remote, but for our purposes ill start
with a local user. youre using the tac_lf_1.3_ia_niq.pat patch. this comes from the falcom web site.

you need to use the "tac_lf.dat" patch because that is a direct patch for the compiler. the
tac_lf_1.pat is for i.a.ni.q. one patch you need to avoid is the sql fix. this patch contains a sql fix. use
the "ys_trans.pat" if you dont want to use the i. patch. both patches are the same as the ones that

are included with ys viin case youre trying to use an older version of the game. i use the sql patch to
get around network problems with my d-link dsl-524 router. i connect my flash drive to my router

instead of my games computer, and the patch makes it so the games networked accounts are
deleted to start over. no boot or "y" is necessary to create a new account. however, the owners

manual does say that the account must be created with a blank name. this also deletes the account
if it already exists. when you boot the game you want the i.a.ni.q patch. otherwise, you may
encounter the same problem as me, which is that the networked people start to glitch and

sometimes get stuck and have no response. in my case it was the player who was spawning. he
would disappear, and the other two wouldnt leave. reccommended is the social flag. it fixes the

problem. sometime in the future all dark souls 2 hacks will have to work like this, and a way to patch
them. there are no "blind" patches for games. when a patch is made for the game, it is for all

versions of the game. currently, its possible to patch a game to 4.1, and 4.2, but not to 4.3. there
are improvements to be made to this. this hack allows you to install the i.a.ni.q. version of the fix for

4.0 and 4.1, and everything else will be covered. 5ec8ef588b
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